The Future Teachers’ Club Saves the Day
By: Crystalina Baumer
The Future Teachers’ Club is a club at our school that allows students who
may want to pursue a career in education to work hand in hand with real
children. However, this pandemic has posed a challenge to these
students. But the club decided to fight back! They have taken this
quarantine as a way to engage with children in the elementary school
without being face to face. The club plans on reading stories for children
second grade through fourth grade in Google Classroom as a way to cope
and get back into the swing of normal school habits. The future teachers
will be reading and pairing childhood classics with the images of the pages
so they can read along and enjoy the fun story illustrations. There has also
been talk of the club members doing easy crafts that the kids can follow
along with as well. So if you have younger siblings, remind them to check
their Google Classroom because the future teachers are sure to not
disappoint!

Class of 2020 Gives Back
The seniors have been running the drink
vending machines at the high school for the
last two years as a class fundraiser. When it
was announced that school was officially not
going to resume this year, the vending
machines were emptied and the leftover
product was donated. Product that was
expiring in the month of May was left at the
school for the few employees still working in
the building. Product that was good until July
or later was donated to Eastern Niagara
Hospital healthcare workers. Multiple cases
were dropped off on Wednesday, May 6th.
The ENH staff was very appreciative and a
note of thanks made its way through the
internet to Mrs. Albee. What a wonderful
gesture by the Class of 2020!

A truly chilling film directed by the mastermind himself, Alfred Hitchcock; this one especially
dazzled audiences with its freaky nature. Psycho stars Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh, John Gavin,
Vera Miles, and Martin Balsam. Produced in 1960, it is often referred to as one of Hitchcock's
best creations.
The film opens with real estate secretary, Marion Crane. Rather seeing the focus on her work, the
audience is exposed to a conversation between Marion and her boyfriend, Sam. They're both
madly in love. However, he sadly cannot afford to marry her. Feeling no other option, she steals
$40,000 from her employer in hopes to use the money to run away with her boyfriend and
receive their happily ever after. As one would assume, this did not go as planned. As she heads to
Sam's California, later that night, she is forced to take a different turn, heading to the Bates Motel
as a result of the sudden storm. She meets a quiet, young man called Norman who manages the
hotel under his mother's wing. As the night continues, she soon realizes staying at this hotel was
an awful mistake, for the manager's mother is a complete and utter psycho. She came to this
conclusion after sharing a dinner with Norman. He confides to Marion about his overly
controlling and obsessive mother and Marion, being moved by this story, decides she should
return the money and tells Norman of her plan. Norman, visually disturbed, insists on her
staying, but Marion uncomfortably disagrees. Marion then heads to the shower to cleanse before
her departure which leads to her sudden doom. It is shown that Marion gets horrifically stabbed
to death while showering. A week has passed since the incident and Lila, Marion's sister, and
Sam visit the motel. As they investigate, Lila comes close to being murdered by Norman as well,
but Sam arrives just in time to save her. As Norman is caught and sentenced, it is revealed that
Norman has killed his mother and suffers from a multi-personality disorder.

Movie Review:
Psycho 1960
By: Gabriella Dibble
Images: imdb.com

The film demonstrated various creative elements that overall contributed to the plot. A
key example was the colors selected or, more accurately, the lack of color. The focus of
black and white rather than multi-color aided to develop more of a creepy and horrific
theme. The camera angles, as well, added focus to this developed theme. The low shots
used in this film established a vulnerable feeling, especially as shown in the shower
scene. (The scene is referenced in the link below).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WtDmbr9xyY
This film definitely achieved the vision Hitchcock was aiming for. It maintained an
unsettling atmosphere just as a horror film should. I personally am not fond of horror
movies. However, I could stand behind this one. This centered more around a disturbing
tone rather than straight up scary. I, like many viewers, felt an uneasiness while
watching this film and I believe that was Hitchcock's plan.
Overall, this film was highly successful in not just the box office but the execution. It
was more than just a scary movie. Like most under the horror category, it was
spine-tingling and left the viewer with chills. The shocking bursts and twisty plot is one
to satisfy the eager viewer.

Your Soul Is Like a Rose
By: Jade Trautman

Your soul is like a rose
It’s delicate and frail
An in one day will wilt away
Like the dark, doom moon
At ﬁrst looks pretty and sweet
As it starts to bloom
Your soul is like a rose

Your soul is like a rose
Months go by years from now
You see your rose wilting down
Torn and hurt
Beaten and bruised
You soon realize the rose is just like you

Your soul is like a rose
Like the day wilting away,
You never see the truth
When you see the way you’re treated
Your soul is torn and beaten
Like your soul the world has stolen,
The beauty of the rose
Like your rose, you see your soul

Toilet Paper: Over or Under?
By: Cherokee Fry
Toilet paper was a huge topic of
discussion during the beginning of the COVID
19 shut down. There just wasn’t enough of the
stuff. Stores were sold out, shelves were empty,
and some people blamed it on hoarding. This
isn’t the first time toilet paper has been a topic of
discussion. One of the greatest and most difficult
debates in the entire universe is... toilet paper
over or under? Some like it over, others like it
under, and some don’t care or like both.
Friendships and relationships have ended
because of this problem. Okay, maybe it isn’t
that serious, but what really is the whole science
behind this debate?

People go as far as to say that personality plays a huge part in what you prefer.
People who prefer over could be described as ”organized and civil” while people who
prefer under are “diabolical psychopaths that need serious help”. But what does your
preference really say about you? If people don’t care about over or under toilet paper
position, does that show that they are people who avoid conflict or are they a
go-with-the-flow type of person?
Perhaps preference of a certain position of toilet paper speaks about you as a
person. Maybe people who prefer under toilet paper actually like it that way so they can
control and limit the amount of toilet paper used since it’s close to the wall. If it’s in the
over position you can have more of a desire to pull it and let it unravel, but if it’s under
then you are more attentive to the number of squares you use. There’s even toilet paper
personality tests. Just Google it!
I decided to do my own quick survey on people’s toilet paper position preferences.
Here are my results: a total of 11 chose over, 1 chose under, 2 chose both, 1 chose
sideways. Out of all of them, we humans must understand the true issue here…
sideways toilet paper, it is purely a monstrous thing to do, no longer should you fret about
over and under toilet paper. What kind of person likes sideways toilet paper? People who
are too lazy to install the toilet paper roll on the toilet paper holder and just leave it on the
counter SIDEWAYS!!!
There is actually a correct way to position a toilet paper roll which is over, there’s
even a patent for it in 1891. The end of the roll shouldn’t be touching the wall. Lately, with
the toilet paper shortage due to COVID 19, I guess we should just be thankful to actually
have toilet paper.
Do you like your toilet paper under or over?

Animal Crossing Just In Time for Quarantine
By: Jordan Peters
Animal Crossing New Horizons came out on March 20th, 2020.
Everyone was pretty excited since this was the first new Animal Crossing
game that came out since Animal Crossing New Leaf for the 3DS that came
out in 2012. It was also a welcome reprieve from the boredom most students
were going through after school, and basically everything else, shut down.
The graphics have been upgraded and since it was released on the
Nintendo Switch, the graphic upgrade is perfect. Instead of being in a town
like the last game, you are on an island and you can basically customize it
however you want. In Animal Crossings New Leaf, whenever you plant projects
down on the ground and get them finished you can’t move them at all, or you
just have to demolish it and place it in a new spot, but you’re wasting all of
your money then for no reason. In Animal Crossings New Horizons, you can
move your buildings and projects after you place them down again and again.
Much of the community was really happy about that new feature that was
added.

Everyone in the community was always angry, at one point or another, whenever one of your villagers placed down their
new house right on top of your precious flower garden or new tree orchard. Well in New Horizons, you are able to place your
villager’s house for them this. In New Leaf, whenever you started out in a new town you could never customize your features
unless you answered the right questions in the very beginning of the game. Even then, you would have to unlock a shop just to
customize your hair and that took a long time. You could just do it all in one day, but it’s pretty expensive. However, in the
beginning of New Horizons you can choose what hairstyle you want, although there are not many options to choose from, but you
can unlock more as you go further in the game. You can also choose which type of eyes you want and color for it too.
Some of the old villagers from the old Animal Crossing games are
returning to New Horizons and old time fans are ecstatic about it. In the
older versions, whenever you donated a fossil, fish, painting, or insect you
had no idea if you already donated or not. So you would have to run to the
museum and check, but if you already did then that was a complete waste of
time. In New Horizon if you look in your encyclopedia for your fish and
insects they have a little donation mark in a corner. That will save a lot of
time for everything and you can make more money faster by selling all the
stuff you have already donated too. I’m a major Animal Crossing fan myself
and I’m very happy this game game came out.

The History of Moomin
By:Riley Peters

Most people don't even know what a “Moomin” is. A “Moomin” is
a white, round fairy tale character with a large snout that makes
them resemble a hippopotamus. They were created by Tove Jansson.
And here I am to tell you the history of Moomin.
Tove Marika Jansson was born on August 9, 1914 in Helsinki,
Finland to artistic parents, which influenced her earlier life to
pursue art. Tove had two little brothers, Per Olov Jansson and
Lars Jansson and like other members in the family they both became
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Moomintrol. Most of the principal characters of later
stories were only introduced in the next book. The
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consider that book to be the forerunner of the Moomin
series. The next two books of the series were much
more successful and brought Jansson some fame. The
names of those books were called
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books: The Book about Moomin, Mymble and Little
My (1952), Who will Comfort Toffle? (1960), The
Dangerous Journey (1977), and An Unwanted Guest
(1980). As the Moomins' fame grew, two of the
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Exploits of Moominpappa, were revised by Jansson
and republished. Jansson produced more adventures
about the Moomin family and their friends until
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In 1969 Fuji TV Zuiyo Enterprises produced an animated Moomin series in
Japan and the Moomins became very popular there. In the same year a Swedish
TV produced a series called Mumintrollet (Moomintroll). A third animated
show of Moomin was aired in 1990 to 1991 on Tv Tokyo. The new animated
Moominvalley TV series premiered worldwide in the spring of 2019. Tove
Jannson passed away from cancer on June 27th 2001 and is buried with her
parents and younger brother Lars, at the Hietaniemi Cemetery in Helsinki.

